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Abstract: This paper introduces the problsms of the refit and calibration of camera, the image measurement,the data processing and the
accuracy test etc.,which are related to the determination of deformatoin of the connecting beam under the repeated loads by means of
the time-parallax using the non-metric camera.
1.Introduction
The wall bodie~ in the armoured concrete scissors wall are joined
together by the connecting beam. The intensity,rigidity and deformational speciality of connecting beam have great influence on the
surportability and anti-seismic capability of scissors wall. Thus a
test of connecting beam was conducted by Research lnstitute of Structural Engineering,Tsinghua University. The purpose of test is,by
model test,to study the destroied shape and the speciality of the
loading and deformation of connecting beam in armoured concrete
scissors wall under repeated loads.
In conjunction with the test of Reseauh Institute of Structural
Engineering,an experiment of deformation determination of connectting beam by use of the close-range photogrammetry was performed by
Institute of Seismology,State Seismological Bereau with the help of
Survey Teaching And Rese~ch Section of Department of Civil Engineering,Tsinghua University.
2.Brief Introduction To Loading
Test of Connecting Beam
The test arrangement was shown as in Fig.1.The test sample is the
model to one second scale and 50cmx50cm size. The thickening concrete blocks in ends of sample are used to load and fix the sample. The
sample rotated 90 0 as the practical orientation in scissors wall is
set over the loading plate. The under thickening block (10) is fixed
by the fixing system composed of (6),(7),(8) and (9).The above thickening block (11) is loaded with loading system composed of (2),
( 3) 4) and (5).
.
The loading is applied left-right repeatedly. The d1.splacement,the
sliding and rotation of sample under various lo~ds are measured
using the traditional instruments such as the d1.splacement meter
and dipmeter etc •• At the same time the deformation of whole sample
are recorded and determined by the close-range photogrammetry.
9 (
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3. Close-Range Photogrammtric Method
Because the loading and displacement of sample are generated in
a vertical plane and mainly in two dimensions, the data processings
are done by the time-parallax using one camera to take a single
photograph.
(2)loading bar
(1) test sample
(4)loading jack
(3)loading beam
(6)fixing jack
(5)load sensor
(8)spacer
(7)fixing bar
(9)vertical fixing bar
(10),(11)thickening block
Figure 1.

Loading System

(1) Characteristics of Time-parallax
Assuming that the first photograph is taken before deformation
and the second one after deformation using a same camera (with the
same external and internal orientation in the ideal case ), the
"parallax" will be produced on the point which had displaced in
period between first and second exposure while two photographs are
observed stereoscopically. This is called pseudo parallax or timeparallax.
It the object point is displaced from D1 to D2 parallel to plane
XZ as be shown in Figure 2, the time-parallax ~x and ~z are:
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where c.X, AZ=displacement of object point; Y=distance from camera
station to object point and f= tocal length of camera. Meas,:-ring
the parallax the l1X and .6 Z can be 0 btained if the scale of l.rnag~
point d is k~own.Tne scale can be determin:d ~rom the Known length
on object space (assuming that the length lS l.n a plane parallel
to place XZ) and corresponding measurement on photograph or the
focal length f and surveyed object distance Y.
(2) Calibration of Camera
The one of main problems at present,which pr~vents ~he photogrammetry from expansive applying in indu~try,ls cons~dered to be
the photogrammetric instruments. Because o.l. the expenslve photoqrammetric instrument,the traditional techniques have to be used
by the non-survey departments owing to the limited funds. In order
to overcome the lack,a single non-metric camera(The China-made
Seagull camera 4A 120)is used to photograph in this test.
In order to keep the stability of non-metric camera at the exposure, a connector fixing the camera on the base of the tripod is
made specially (Fig.3).The camera can be also rotatea by connector.
The purpose Of camera calibration is to determine the
internal orientations and adjust the external orientations to maKe the image plane parallel to the
facade of sample (in vertical position) when camera
is fixed on trip0d.
The Seagull camera 4A belongs to the model of
dOUble lenses and equips with a viewfinder. A set of
graduated scale is stuck on each of four sides of
the diffusing glass of viewfinder. A pLummet and level which represent the centre-Line of plane XZ in three dimensional control field of object space are
marked. The camera is set in the vertical plane which
is perpendicular to XZ plane and passes through cetreline. The photogrammetrlc distance approximates to one
Fig.3
of the concrete sample. The readings of images of
plummet and level in diffusing glass are estimated from graduated scale when the base of tripod is leveled and the image of
camera is almost located vertically. Then the photographs of
control field are taken. Then the internal and external orientations of camera are determined from the known space coordinates
of control points using the space resection with a single photograph. The calibration e1uations are:
Fx ::: [ (x+xo)+~x] M2 + fM1 = 0
(2)
Fz ::: [(z+zo)+(;z] fVI2 + fM3 ::: 0
Vlhere r [\11 M2 M3J T ::: R [(X-Xs) (Y-Ys) (Z_Zs)]T; (X,Y,Z) ::: known
coordinates of control points; (Xs,Ys,Zs) ::: unknown coordinates
of the perspective center of camera lens; R ::: a 3x3 rotation
matrix consisted of external orientation elements e.g, w, x; x, Z=
image coordinates; txo,zo,f) ::: unknown basic parameters of
internal orientation of photograph, the coordinates of principal
point and focul length individually; (8x, 8z) ::: corrections due
to lens distortion and film deformation. For the distortion, a
main term of symmetric lens distortions are only counted for.
Therefore
bX = (X-Xo)k1r2 + (z-zo)(1+ds)slnd~
(3)
&z ::: \z-zo)k 1 r 2 + (z-zo)l(1+ds)coSd~-1J
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Where k1 = the symmetric lens distortion factor; d s = the change of scale along aixs z; d~ = the angular difference due to
the non-normality of axis x and z and
r2 = tx - x o )2 + (z - zo)2
error equations gotten by the linearization of equations
(2)tot up to 12 unknowns. Six control points are needed for resolution. The least square adjustment is used to resolve for
more points. On the basis of the obtained external orientations
cg and w, the readings of images of plummet and level on the
diffusing
ass of viewfinder are adjusted by rotating the connector
order to change the attitude of camera and make the
image
further vertical. Then photographing the control
field
the adjusted camera again, resolving and further adjusting and so gradually approaching, it is at end that the 9 and
w of camera are near to zero. Then the screws of connector are
fixed and the final reading of plummet on graduated scale is
record.ed .
For our Seagull camera ,NO. 4A 2080286), the mean principal distance of camera f=8b.54mm and mean lens distortion factor K1=4.22x10- b at the photogrammetric distance 1 4m are comnuted
from datum calculated by 12 films using above calibration program. The mean aquare errors of repeat-setting of external
orientations in the vertical direction after three adjustments
are m<f = :to.8', mw = ±8.2' .
On the bnsis of the analysis of error theory of photogrammetry
the setting tolerances of external orientation elements, llihich
is required for paralleling the image plane to object plane,
are
f"h(dx)
A~t =
2x'~x
(4)
f·
b (dx)
Au.Jt =
0

Z'AX

Where ~(dx) is the tolerant displacement error of image due to
the setting error of external orientation; x is the biggest
possible time-parallaxes lthe biggest possible displacement of
destroyed points). Letting S(dx)=O.01m~, 6x=1m~, x=z=25mm,
knowing f=86.5mm, we obtain 6<ft=59', ~wt=1°59' . It co.n be seen
that the setting accuracy obtained by above calibration of camera is enough.
l3) photographic Arrangement of Testing Sample
The grid is drawn on sample using the chalk before photography. The intersections of grlQ are used as the measuring
points of defor~ation. Three fixed points used as the controls
are respectively set on each of above and under place of sample
,three under fixed points are, in fact, the steel scale ruler).
The camera is set in fro.nt of samnle at a distance about 1 . . 4m
(the photographic scale is ablut 1:16) and located in the vertical plane which is perpendicular to plane of sample and passes through the centre-line of grid .. The reading of the centreline of grid on the graduated scale of disffusing glass equals
to the final reading of the plummet in control field of calibration of camera by means of the rotation of camera. This completes the orientation of camera ,image plane parallel to object
plane). First, the film of sample under zero load are taken then
films under every load. One of the taken films is shown as Fig.4 o
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(4) Correction of Errors of Internal
And External Orientation Elements
The small changes of internal and
external orientation elements can be
generated at different photogranhic
period. The changes will cause the
fixed points to product displacements
AX' anc. Az'. These disnlacemen ts can
be expressed as function of small
changes of internal and external orientation elements:
, x f x2
f
x
(x2
~x ='1 60 - fZAXo+y~Xs .... yl1Y s+ f+r )L1<f ....
XZ

fAW- z~X
A

,

Z f
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f

z

xz

~Z =f~ +~Zo-:rAXo+yAZs-y~Ys-:r4~-
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Figure
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( 5)

(f+r).6W+ XAk

,AXo ,L1zo , LlX s , AY s' AZs ,.1.q' , ~w and Ll k are the errors due to the
changes of internal and external orientation elements respectively.
Thus the errors of internal and external orientation elements can
be obtained by above equatiom from the measured displacement of fixed
points on films. The correction of other points,which are caused
by changes of internal and extern2l orientation ele~ents,can be
calculated from eouation (5). Subtracting the correction fro~ the
rnessured oarallax, the time parallax is 0 btained. ["Iul tiplying the
time par811ax by denominator of image scale,the practical disnlacement of 8rid points is determined.
faking the zero load film as the left and other load film as right,
as such "8 nair of film" are formed to obs~rve the parallax by means
of the time-narallax. Because of lack of fiducial marks for nonmetric camera, a pair of films are orien ted :'rom above and under
fixed roints near to the center of film (such as points 5 and 2 in
Fig.5). Using the p')int 5 as an "origin", origins of two films coincide each other and films are oriented alon~ the direction from 5
to 2.The practice proved that the orientation and measurement
procedure are feasible because of the basic steady films at the
exposure.
The object distance Y of each roint CRn be considered to be near
equal and constant in equation (5) as a result of image plane parallel to object plane. Thus the equation (5) cnn be reduced as
follows:
Itlhere A f

6 X r =a o .... a1

x+a2x2+a3xz .... a4z

~z'=bo-a1z+a2xz+a3z2+a4z
Two eauationscan be written for one point.In order to determin~
the coefficients ao,bo,a1,.~ •• a4,at least thr~e points are needed.
The least square adjustment is used to resolve for more points. Then
the error equation can be expressed in matrix notation:
AX-L=V
wher~
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A

::::

1 0 -xn x~ xnzn -zn
0 1 -zn xnzn z2
n xn

,

ao
bo

x1 Z1 -Z1
z2 x1
0 1 -z1 x1 z1
1
1 0 -x2 x~ x2 z 2 -z2
0 1 -z2 x2 z 2 z2
2 x2
1 0 -x1 xt

X =

a1
a"1t:..
a3
a4

,

x1,
z1
t
x2

L =

,

I

~2

.,

xn

V

X1
vZ 1
v X2
V =

';z2
vXn

t

zn

vZn

n is the number of fixed points. The normal equation and its resolution are:
(8)
or BX - C = 0
A'AX - A'L = 0
1
X = B- C
The influence of lens distortion is not incorporated in correction equ2tions (5) because the displacements of grid points on
samnle are considered to be not great and the influences of distortion are basically compensated each other during calculating
the coordinate differences of the prior and rear film. For example,
differentiating the eouation of distortion (the first half part
at right h8nd of eouation (3)),the Der~issiblp disn18ce~e~t on
fitm can be obtained in case that distortion influence is not
considered;
Llrp = ~(Llr)/3k1r2
(~)
Letting b\L1r) = O.01mm,r = 2Bmm and kLowing k1= 4.22x10-o, we
obtain ~rp= 1.01mm which corresponds to practical disnlacement
16mm. The concrete samnle in test could have been failed before
the grid points achieve above displacement.
4. Accuracy Examination And Result
In order to examine the accuracy of method, an experiment is conducted by use of the standard grid before the test of sample. A
standard grid of polyester fibre paper plotted on the coordinate
plotter is set on the vertical frame of object space of the reprocamera. The grid is photographed repeatedly usiqg the calibrated
and adjusted Seagull camera. During setting the camera, the photoscale is anproximated to one of concrete sample • The films are
observed monocular:'y "n St~c('meter.The two dimensiorlal nr8jective
transformation
is used to transfor~ the image coordinates:
X
L1 * + L2 z * + L3
x = L7x* + L8 Z * + 1
(10 )
Z = L4 x * + L5 z * + L6
L7x* + L8 z * + 1
where Li(i=1,2, .•. ,8) indicates the transformation factors. In
fact because above eauations are the two dimensional direct line
transfor~ation,they are also anplied to non-metric camera. For
eight factors in eauation, at least four known points are deeded.
The least square adjustment is used to resolve for more points.
Then the error eauations will take the form:
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Vx = J[L1X* +L2 z *+L3-L7 X*-Lsz*-x]
( 11 )
Vz = 1[L4x* +Lsz*+L6-L7x*-Lsz+-z]
A= L7x*+LSX*+1.
Taking the standard image coordinates of six above and under grid
points,which are reduced by photoscale from standard grid coordinates, as the fixed coordinates (x*,x*)(see fig.5) the transformation factors Li can be determined from equation (11). Then the
transformation coordinates of other points are computed as follows:

[~:=~; ~~=:r:~][::] [:=~~]
=

(12 )

Comparing the obtained transformation coordinates with the corresponding sta.l1dard image coordinates, the displacement of each point
can be computed. These displacements contain mainly the influence
of lens distortion of camera.
The nominal picture area of Seagull
camera is 5.5cmx5.5cm.In the case of
application of central area 4cmx4cm,
the standard errors of coordinate are
evaluated from the displacements of
each grid point as follows:
mx=±O.031mm, mz=~O.035mm
the standard error of position:
ms=~O.046mm.

However it is the relative position
errors that we concern about. Comparing
the transformed grid coordinates of
each film with the first film,
the
Figure 5
relative coordinate differences can be
obtained. Thus the relative standard errors of coordinate and
position are computed respectively:
mx=±O.014mm, mlz=±O.015mm', ms=±O.021mm.
On the other hand,the grid coordinates on film are corrected
by time-parallax. Suoposing that the films are measured by the
procedure in above section, the direction of points 5--2 is
parallel to the axis y of comparator and image coordinates of
each point are obser~.red according to point 5 used as an "origin If.
Using the equations (6--8 ),the correction coefficients and the
corrections of point concerned are calculated from the differences between the observed image coordinates of six above and
under points and the corresponding standard grid coordinates.
Comnaring the corrected image coordinates with the image coordinates of standard grid and corrected image coordinates of first
film with other films,the same result as above are Obtained.
We can hold from the obtained result that the disnlacements
O.2mm-O •.3mm or more on concrete samole can be detected using
the non-metric camera by means of ~ime-parallax. This is a
relative accuracy of 1/7000 of photograohic distance.
The vectors of distortion of grid points on sample at thirtyone load, which are corrected by five Doints (above one of six
Doints is damaged), are shown in Fig.' 6.
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5. Conclusion
Though the higher accuracy can be obtained using the traditional
instruments to determine the deformation of samnle (for example,
the displacement meter can measure un to O.01mm'or more),it has
the disadvantage that a unit can only measure a single point and
displacement along one direction. The photogramme~ric method can
determine the deforma tion 01' whole sample simul taneously. When the
targets on sample are arranged in array form as shown in Fig.4,the
stress and strain can be analyzed by structural specialists from
the deformation vectors of position of array points by means of
the matrix method. The disadvantage of photogrammetric method is
that the accuracy is lower than one of direct method and tne data
can't be obtained immediately. However the data of overall deformation supplied by photograrnmetric method are important and great
valuable to mechanical analysis of sample after tne event.
It is possible tnat tne accuracy of deformation determined by
the time-parallax using non-metric camera is close to the level of
metric camera. The photographic system in this test is simnler,
lighter and obtainable easy_ The Seagull camera 120 and computer
PC-1500 are more common in the general productive and scientific
departments. The image coordinates on film of small picture area
can be observed using the optical measuring tool such as the uni ..
versal tool microscope insteal of comparator. Therefore this pho-
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togrammetric system is easy to spread in the non-survey departments.

(.1)
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